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Introduction

Perturbation Theory (PT) is, without any doubt, i',« most

systematic and successful approximation method used to study problems in

Quantum Field Theory (QFT), providing information of the theory for small

values of the coupling constant. The. resultant perturbative series .is

given schematically as a series of diagrams, which are geometric

interpretations of the interactions.

This approach, however, has to tackle an intrinsic problem of

QFT, the ultra violet divergences. In FT the divergences are manifested

in the diagrams and for the theory to present finite renonafized

quantities an appropriate regular!zation scheme has to be intr-ruced, so

that all divergent integrals are made finite. The most popular

regularization prescription is the dimensional regular! zat ion method [1].

Once regularized the next step is to find a method for solving the

d-di«enslonal Feynman tntggraia. Thus, PT has continuously motivated the

search of new mathematical techniques necessary to handle these integrals,

which become core and more complicated as higher orders of PT are

considered. It is evident the need f >r simpler and more direct methods of

evaluating integrals.

Here we present the negative dimensional integration method [2]

which is oni possible method of dealing with these d-dimensional

integrals. Although originally conceived to perform Feynman integrals it

ended up as a promising new technique, nowadays used to SUB finite series

13]. Most important to note is the fact that given our (-d)-dimensional

bosrcic integral there exists a corresponding (+d)-dimensional Grassmann

(f r ionic) integral for a given mapping between the bosonic and fermionic

v i- M e s . The consequences of this fact is that one can study other

c-i /-*:tions between the negative and positive dimensions like for instance

ru<:tional integrals (Green's functions),quantum mechanics and negative

if •/.•nsional classical groups [4,5].

In what follows we first define the method with its properties.

\ ,«n we Illustrate the method by giving the first applications to the

•jlculation of some Feynman integrals. Other applications are outlined

' rfore our conclusions.



Definition and Properties

The starting point for the cc itruction of the method is the

consideration 3f the following bcs^nic polynonial integral,

d'p (p2)*, a e 2^ (I)

as the £ —» 0 limit of the following integral

I ,d (p 2) g <i/2fM2,d/a*a^ rU+d/2) ro-a-d/2)

7~T^ = O

In [6] it is snowm that the g—*) limit of this integral vanishes. This is

in fact true if d is only allowed positive values [7J. We find however

that for a+d/2 = 0 «e get a non-trivial limit. This implies that since a

6 Z we obtain a non-2ero result only for negative dimensions, d/2 a

negative integer. Thus the answer for the integral (1) is

J d p (p ) » (-1) n a! 6 . (3)
a*d/2,o

Motivated by this result, we can immediately apply it to our

familiar d-dimensional Gaussian integral. Recall that

J * e- - (f \
which is notably an analytic function of the dimension d. After

considering an analytic continuation to negative d, we can expand the

integrand in powers

n*0

and conclude that the above equality is only satisfied if (3) holds, a

quite non-trivial result. In fact, we could have assumed the Gaussian

integration as properiy defining the negative dimensionai integration

method. In any of the above definitions, however, the method itself is

consistent. Notice that the negative dimensional Integral (3) has

projected out only one tern of the power expansion in (5), which naturally



gives us an interpretation of Crassmann integration [8j. Thii is indeec

the case, and it constitutes the first property of the method. Taking our

-2n dimensional p-vector. n e iN, as a +2n dimensional Grassarann vector 9 =

(0 , 0 ,..., B ) and using the algebra of anti-commuting (Grassmarmi

objects, it.. by considering the mapping,

p2- p* 5 P
b ~ a2

c e
ftV

(6)

i t can be shown that

fd2ne ( e 2 ) a , _ L _ f de
a de2 . . .do 2 "

= t - l ) a it"" a! Ô
2a-2n,o

(7}

r 0
-I 0

where c o i
-i o

, w = l,...,2n. In [41 the above

correspondence between our negative dimensional bosonic integral and its

fermionic counterpart in positive dimensions is proved. The advantage of

this approach is that translation invariance of the bosonic integrals is

guaranteed. Otherwise, translation invar iance has to be imposed by fiat.

Let us show why.

Translation invariance, or the following equality

Jddp Up • q }2)a « |ddp (p2 ) * (8)

is apparently broken for cases where o*d/2aO, «+d>0. To see how, consida-

the translation invariance of the Gaussian integral

J d'p

Now, projecting out powers of a" and |3n we arrive at

j
d p (p ) (2p.q) » n /' ;o"i7 .m. 2,n/2

) )

( 9 ,

where n/2 is a positive integer. Thus, expanding ((p+q) ) In polynomial

series we see that the LHS of (8) is given by



I I» S n»(<t2)l ft.ntO *• •" n" "»
I • a«n*a

Then, substituting (10) into (11) the integral b;rcraes constrained to

m+n/2*d/2=0 ana l+m+n= -. The constraints arc solved such that we get

a! ( - l ) 1 '* ,jtxa.*úrz juz . . .

l * MX (o,a*4>

and three possibilities arise:

a) a+d/2 s 0

b) a+d/2 £ 0 and <t+d s 0 + 0 a <t+d/2 s -d/2

c) a+d/2 * 0 and a+d > 0

The first two cases drive us trivially to the expected result:

Case a) implies that r(l+a+d/2-l)"1=0 for any 1, except when a+d/2 =0 and

1=0. In this case LHS = (-1)* « d / 2 a! » RHS.

Case b) implies that the range of 1 is such that 0 * 1 * a+d/2. Ve can

then perform the sum which is proportional to (l-l) a + d / 2 * S . Thus
a*d/2,0

the only term that contributes is 1=0 and the result is the same as in a).

Case c) implies that the sum runs from a+d sis a+d/2. We consider a

shifting I —* 1+et+d and can perform the sum by using Causs' summation

theorem.

ni-d/2)

However, because q Is a fennionic object, (q ) *d/ = 0, (from (6)) and

the above case gives LHS*0, unless a+d/2=0 which then results into RHS as

in cases a) and b). If not by the fermionic nature of q, we have never

run into any contradictions in the applications that we have made so far.

Another consequence of the translation invar iance of Causs tan

integrals is given by the more general form of the combinatorial

expression (10),



• «111(11,1)

J ddP (pVíap.q^Up.k)
1. J" [ -i"1'* "! n! I!

~ ) ríi- ^
8 2

n-x 1 *

.(q2) 2 (k2) 2 (2q.k)x 5 «•!•« (14)
* 2 *

or. rewritten as another sua:

J d"p (p2)' (2p.q)n Í2p.k)1 = «d/2 (-D^'iirJ 1Í

IIS1

An interesting point is to note that expressions (10) and (14)

can be both derived directly from their integral fora, without the use of

translation invariance of the Gaussian integrai. The process of

derivation involves combinatorics of (-d) dimensional p-vectors. The

calculation is fake in the sense that we treat those negative dimensional

objects as analogues of the positive dimensional ones [9].

Before proceeding to the applications of the aethod. we shall

show another property of the negative dimensional integration that turns

out to prove its consistency.

Consider the identity

T a
fpV - 2 i ^ í ̂  a"1 e"^ (16)

where the integration is around a small contour containing the origin.

Integrating both sides of (16) with respect to p, RHS of (16) is a

Gaussian, and we get

j ,d , 2,n n?(-I)n 1 da -nd P ( P ) - t j » a

Recalling the Identity

nl T a
« JL.|íÍ5« (18)

,o Znl T a

and substituting it Into (17), it immediately follows expression (3).

This shows that the method Is entirely consistent. Note that, contrary to

S



the positive dimensional Integration, where the above Integration is only

over real values of a. and n Xs negative - what is known as Srhvinger

«-parameters representation - here the Integration is around a small

contour containing the origin. There are no p convergence problems, since

this is a representation for polynomials. Finally, we remark that the

representation of polynomials In momenta will be important for the

applications of the method to the calculation of d-dimensional Feyncan

integrals. We do this next.

Applications: Feynman graphs

We turn now to what has constituted our main motivation to

develop this study, namely, the evaluation of Feynman graphs. We shall

describe a prescription to compute analytically continued amplitudes and

show that all calculations will be reduced to the evaluation of polynomial

integrals [2].

The whole procedure is very simple. Take the amplitude of the

diagram with the propagators raised to positive powers and regard it as an

analytic function of the powers anC. the dimension d. Then analytical 1/

continue it to negative powers; the integration is of polynomials only and

the dimension is thus negative. We consider in this way a Feynman

amplitude as an analytic extension of a polynomial ntegral in negative

dimension. After expanding the polynomials, the integrals have the form

of combinatorics as in (10) and (14) and we will la left with the

algebraic problem of summing and manipulating finite series. The result

is thus a rational function of the negative < imension and the power of the

polynomials. The continuation back co positive dimension and positive

powers is again only formal, we then recover the initial Feynman

amplitude. We prove that the results agree with ordinary integration In

positive dimension ar.J positive powers of the propagators which is a

completely unexpected result.

Before illustrating the methoc, we stress that this is not a new

regularization scheme. The fact that we deil with dimensionally extended

integrals is merely an artifact of calculation used to do the analytic

continuation in the d-coaiplex plane. In other words, divergences will

still be present if they existed origirally. Wiat we gain is a simple way

of evaluating an integral whose result is a function of d which can then

m !••• minii in amt ,a n, in, uiiwnmiuim m u m luiLlun uulwmu ill.



To demonstrate how the net hod uorks we take the simplest nnssless
fiel<* theory given by a scalar field $<x) interacting with itself via a
tern go3(x) in the Lagrangean.

At one loop level we have the self energy amplitude which,
written with the propagators elevated to powers and dimensionally extended
to dimension d, i s given by .

fddp —-—~ . r. s c 2 (19)
J ( P Y l(p-q)V

We consider now an analytic extension to negative powers of r and s: r •
-r, s * - s , and then we are left to evaluate a polynomial integral

fp (pV ((p-q)V (20)

where r and s are now positive. The general expansion for polynonials i s

(A + B • C • . . . ) " • I* "I . A * B b C e . . . (21)

where we shall be using the P-function to represent the factorials like n!
* n«+l) . Using (21) into I we get

' .

which has an integrai of form of (10). Substituting it into (22)
immediately obtain

V s H - l ) M > ,
L l'Bin! i q

1•••«=•

(23)

After solving the constraints we end up with a sum, which is a summable
hypergeocetrlc function (10]



This hypergeosetr: - function can be sunned by Gauss'suaeat ion theorea and

the result is

- <-l>r **'* iqZ)r**""Z sf r! Hs+d/2)
i flsT*d) ril-r-d/2) r(l*s*r*d/2) *

A it starts the faove exp ~sion is only valid for positive values of s

and r, d/2 is a negative integer. To do the analytic continuation back to

negative values of s and r, and positive d in order to recover the Feynaan

amp.itud- given by (19). it is crucial to sake use of the Pochhawser'

symbols for the Vs. defined by [11]

The use of this representation ensures the correct analytic continuation

of I , since it has the property

(a)n " (£af- " i2S)

-I»

If a is a negative integer -k, then

(a) * (-lc) if kan (25)
n n

(a) = 0 if k<n
a

Thus the P's in I are replaced by

(s+d/2) (
r*d/2

where <r«r*s*d/2. ê find then that the analytic continuation then inverts

some Pochhammer terms and we get

ÂC ]
(s*d/2)

r»d/2

We recover our initial I after setting r, s «» -r, -s, obtaining

9



* lq * Hr) Tis) Rd-r-sJ iafJ

which is the e>~ ?cted answer, given by any ordinary positive dimensional

integration ne hod [ 12].

We could have USE. i the "analog" of the «-parameters

representa.ion. Using (16) to represent the polynomials In aonenta we get

(29)

where C and O are oar familiar topo logical factors [131. given by C * « •

$ and D = a.0pz. To perform the integral we only have to note that only

one term of thr expansion of the exponential contributes. This can be

seen by doing a scale trar. .\rmation on the a. /3 variables and we can

write

, . rl st «'" Ml'" í d. .-,i » ^f g."-" c ^ m

Again, we are left with simple algebra since we only have to deal with

polynomials, with -d/2 > 0 and r+s+d/2 > 0 whatever. We reeark that in

'30) the integrands are always polynomial in a and ft and the C&jchy

Integral in fact corresponds to the algebraic process of projecting out

the r and s powers of a and p. Thus, expanding C in polynomials and doing

the Cauchy integral, we get.

I , (- * } " * ( q V * ' * " a s! rf r(l-r-s-d)
i ril-s-d/2) ni-r-d/2) ni+s*r+d/2) *

After putting the above expression in terms of the Pochhammer's symbols,

we get

which is the same as (23) for r, s «• -r. -s.

Next step is to apply the method to more complicated Integrals.

The method has been successfully applied to the one-loop Integrals of

10



feraiotdc theories (i.e with feraiontc propagators) and also to the

of the 3-polnt function and the 2-loop integral |3l in gf* thec.-y. The

noveity in these two latter cases is that »ne result of the negatlv

diaensional Integration. ;_ifore the analytic continuation) is not given

in a closed fora. ie.. we end up with a double sua which, apparently,

cannot be suaced by any of th* Itnovn theoreas for suaaing generalized

hype geoaetric functions, as for instance Dixon's, Dougall's. etc [14).

For the 3-point, for instance, with the three legs o f-sheel we

have

I3 » Jd*p (p
2)r ((p-q)V Up-k)2)1 (33)

and using the aachinery described above together with Identities

connecting hypergeoaetric functions of different arcusents (10? we

eventually arrive at [31

I * » «l** rg s! t! ni-d-r-s-t) f 2.O-
3 l rii*r-rj rii+t-*-) n i v ) ip *

•I (,!XrimV.!n..'-V)-l(p^»Vp»l- (34,
m,n

where tr * r+s+t+d/2. The appropriate analytic continuation of (34) with
r,s ,t • -r, ~s, - t , gives

«r

where now vr * d/2 -r-s-t. Notice that when one of the legs is on-sheil.

say (p-q)2*0, the above expression reduces exactly to the known result

[151. In other words, this Beans that we can do the analytic continuation

of suas. In fact, this is not Just a coincidence. The suas, as written

in teras of the Pochhaaaer's syabols are actually a hypergeoaetric

function of two variables. We could have used Horn's definition of a

hypergeometric function (11): given a double series

tl



one says that this is a hypergeoinetric function if the two quocien.s

are rational functions of m and n. In our case x=y=l and clearly we have

th» above conditions fulfilled, which means that the suns we hcve give in

fact a hypergeonetric function of two variables. Thus^^the analytic

continuation is indeed feasible even though we do not- have the series

written in a closed fora. This iu also reenforced by the fact that these

series v* are dealing with are finite, we have a finite number of terns to

be analytically continued.

The 2-loop case has an extra feature. Introducing the 3-point

function result into the integral we obtain an expression given in terms

of a double SUIT. The analytic continuation is direct, as in the previous

case and we end up with the known result (121 without the explicit use of

the so called triangle rule, as we did in [21. It should be stressed once

more the fact that the sums have to be given in terms of the Pochhamner's

factors, which provide the correct analytic continuation of all the

P-functions. Moreover, n st important is the fact that we have to deal

with explicit translation invariant expressions to ensure the correct

analytic continued amplitude. We believe in this way we have found a

systematic way of evaluating any amplitude.

Other applications: Suns of hypergeonetric functions

Consider the hypergeometric series

" (a) (b)

/»ia'b;CilJ-I-Tci^r
n*0 n

which is defined for non-negative c and with c-a-b > 0. When b is a

negative integer, b=-m, the series is truncated and we use (25) in the

sum. The trick is to Include a new summation variable and a 5-functlon:

k»m-n>0. Thus

12



• ' • " - ' " r I ( a ) » l 1
aFt (a.-m;c;l) * [ [ ^ ^ ( l*n) 6 . (38)

- n*0 ksO n * k-n

and we then use the following representation of the 5-function, based on

the negative dimensional integral (3),

r7T+—T I ^ ^

After substituting it into (36} and doing the summations we are left to

perform a negative dimensional integral since the integrand is polynomial

In q. The result is then

(c-a)
j^, . (3S)

which is known as Vandermcnde's theorem [14]. More complicated theorems

as for instance Saalschutz's for summing F (a, b,c;d,e; 1) where
3 2

d+e=l+a+b+c can also be proved, this tine with the inclusion of more
5-functions [3). In this way it may be possible to get the result for the
F (a,b,c,d;e,f;l) which so oftenly appears in our calculations. This

stresses once more how powerful is the technique of the dimensional
integration.

Functional Integrals

The negative dimensional integration method has been successfully
applied to the functional integral [4]. It is straightforward to check
known results given by conventional Gaussian integration like for instance
the free particle propagator. The time dependent Creen's function is
given by the following limit

K(xo,O;xf,t) - llm
n—*eo

where
ntl

I * j n d x expl - 7(x4 - x, )V(2A)|> (39)

13



and t « t• * (n+l)A, x = x . In negative dimensions x is a

(-d)-dimensional component vector and the Integrand of I is written as a
n

product of exponentials given in their expansion form. We end up with a

collection of integrals of form of (10) and have to perform sums of

truncated series by Gauss'theorem. It is easy then to get the expected

result

(40)

For the case of the hamonic oscillator the result has also been checked.

The anharnonic oscillator case is «ore complicated. After all the

integrations are performed we are left with many sums for which there is

no known summation theorem applicable. However, all the sums are

truncated, i.e., we have a polynomial expression. Indicating that a

numerical analysis can be used, (see [4] for details). Also the fact that

the sums are truncated suggets that the negative dimensional integration

method may be reused to perform the sums and give the result in closed

form.

Conclusions

It has been the aim of this contribution to give the main issues

concerning the negative dimensional integration method, introduced in [2J,

and state new results achieved so far. We have gooo reasons to believe

that the method is rather powerful because of its remarkable features of

producing simple algebraic calculations and giving completely unexpected

results.
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